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Soulblade (Dragon Blood, Book 7) 2015-12-22 it s been a week since the dragon morishtomaric fell and sardelle is not
convinced that ridge is truly gone with a companion who thinks he s a god and a soldier who would happily kill her she heads
back to the mountains to look for signs that ridge survived what they uncover threatens to destroy their country and all they
care about meanwhile the cofah emperor is furious with iskandia over the loss of its airships and still has a bounty on
tolemek s head king angulus sends tolemek cas and kaika on a daring mission that could solve both problems or leave them
all dead
Balanced on the Blade's Edge 2014-04-01 colonel ridge zirkander isn t the model of military professionalism he has a
tendency to say exactly what s on his mind and his record has enough demerits to wallpaper the hull of an airship but as the
best fighter pilot in the iskandian army he s used to a little leniency from his superiors until he punches the wrong diplomat
in the nose and finds himself issued new orders take command of a remote prison mine in the inhospitable ice blades
mountains ridge has never been in charge of anything larger than a flier squadron what s he supposed to do with a frozen
fortress full of murderers and rapists not to mention the strange woman who shows up right before he arrives sardelle
terushan wakes from three hundred years in a mage stasis shelter only to realize that she is the last of the referatu the
sorcerers who once helped protect iskandia from conquerors their subterranean mountain community was blown up in a
treacherous sneak attack by soldiers who feared their power everyone sardelle ever knew is dead and the sentient soulblade
she has been bonded to since her youth is buried in the core of the mountain further what remains of her home has been
infested by bloodthirsty miners commanded by the descendants of the very soldiers who destroyed her people sardelle
needs help to reach her soulblade her only link to her past and her last friend in the world her only hope is to pretend she s
one of the prisoners while trying to gain the commander s trust but lying isn t her specialty especially when the world has
changed so much in the intervening centuries and if colonel zirkander figures out who she truly is he ll be duty bound to
sentence her to the only acceptable punishment for sorcerers death
Patterns in the Dark 2014-12-14 everyone knows dragons have been extinct for over a thousand years everyone is wrong at
least one dragon remains and military scientists from the cofah empire are experimenting with its blood using the magical
substance to power deadly new weapons that could be used to bring the world to its knees that s a concern for zirkander cas
and the rest of the iskandians but all tolemek wants is to find his missing sister the last time he saw her their father had
locked her in an asylum because of a mental illness with no cure now the military has taken her what use the cofah have for
her tolemek can only guess but he is certain she is in danger he must save her before it s too late but her fate is inexplicably



tied to the dragon s and he must find it to find her
Oaths (Dragon Blood, Book 8) 2018-04-24 general ridgewalker zirkander is getting married sardelle the woman who s
battled dragons shamans and countless enemy soldiers at his side has accepted his proposal and it s the perfect time for a
wedding it s been two months since any dragons or sorceresses attacked the city the cofah haven t come after their
kidnapped emperor and king angulus has stopped yelling at ridge for his inadvertent role in destroying the castle yes it s the
perfect time for a wedding never mind that the resident dragon who thinks he s a god is pressuring ridge to build a temple
for him or that the pirate turned scientist tolemek has disappeared or that ridge s mother is on the verge of discovering that
magic exists and her future daughter in law is a sorceress these are small hiccups and the wedding will go smoothly ridge is
sure of it really
Dragon Blood 2002-12-31 the hurog duology concludes with this fantastical adventure from 1 new york times bestselling
author patricia briggs ward ruler of hurog is striving to restore his lands and people to prosperity wanting nothing more than
a quiet life but when an old friend escaping from high king jakoven s torturers seeks refuge in his keep ward can no longer
ignore the growing rebellion against the tyrannical high king he realizes that he cannot stand aside he must join with the
rebels however jakoven has a secret weapon with which he intends to crush the rebellion farsonsbane a magical artifact that
has destroyed entire cities but first jakoven needs blood to awaken it dragon s blood the very blood that courses through
ward s veins
Dragon Blood 2003 an explosive revelation and a familiar face in the sixth book in this adventure packed series still reeling
from the life changing discovery he found buried in the mysterious archive cruz coronado grapples with an important secret
as the gang heads to china in search of the second to last piece of the cipher under the watchful eye of a new adviser life on
the ship returns to almost normal almost just as things seem to be going smoothly a familiar face shocks cruz back into
reality and the final piece in this life and death scavenger hunt veers toward a dead end explorer academy features gripping
fact based fiction plot that inspires curiosity with new technology and innovations amazing inventions and gadgets a cast of
diverse relatable characters secret clues codes and ciphers to track down within the text vibrant illustrations elements of
steam national geographic explorer profiles in the truth behind section complete your collection with the nebula secret 1 the
falcon s feather 2 the double helix 3 the star dunes 4 the tiger s nest 5 explorer academy code breaking adventure explorer
academy ultimate activity challenge explorer academy field journal explorer academy future tech
Explorer Academy: The Dragon's Blood (Book 6) 2021-10-05 dragons are trained to fight to the death and two determined



teens help free them in this spellbinding saga training a dragon to be a fighting champion is the only way to freedom for
fifteen year old jakkin
Dragon's Blood 2004-05-01 unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character
recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits
maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original
artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy
Dragon's Blood 2016-06-20 responsible for her friend s death lieutenant caslin ahn wants nothing more than to be left
alone she no longer deserves the company of comrades or the fulfillment she felt as a wolf squadron fighter pilot but a
summons from the king leaves her with no choice but to rejoin her teammates an ancient evil has been unleashed bringing
death and destruction to the nation and they are the only ones with a chance of stopping it dragon blood 6 brings back cas
tolemek ridge sardelle kaika and tylie as well as her dragon for a new epic fantasy adventure
Raptor 2015-10-27 ridge sardelle and their comrades may have rescued tolemek s sister and freed the dragon but trouble
awaits at home the king is missing a secret organization is hunting sorcerers and the capital is more vulnerable than ever to
enemy attack worst of all at least from ridge s point of view someone put that jackass colonel therrik in charge of the flier
battalion ridge and his allies have a lot of problems to fix but they can t show their faces in the capital without being
arrested or shot this time it s going to take a lot more than magic to save the country the blade s memory is the fifth
installment in the dragon blood series
The Blade's Memory 2015-06-14 a thousand years have passed since a dragon has been seen in the world science and
technology have replaced magic which has dwindled until it has become little more than an element of myth and legend
there are those who still have dragon blood flowing through their veins distant descendants of the mighty creatures of old
these rare humans have the power to cast magic the power to heal and the power to craft alchemical weapons capable of
starting wars or ending them but they are feared for those powers and in recent centuries they have been hunted nearly to
extinction the few remaining survivors must find a way to change how humanity perceives them or be lost to the world
forever the dragon blood collection includes three full length novels of action magic and romance balanced on the blade s
edge deathmaker blood charged
The Dragon Blood Collection, Books 1-3 2014-12-01 sardelle terushan sorceress and healer should be lying low magic is



forbidden in iskandia and magic users are drowned shot or otherwise slain the problem she s fallen in love with ace fighter
pilot and national hero colonel ridge zirkander a man whom everybody notices including the king it s not long before sardelle
has spies dogging her steps and people trying to blow her up worse her presence is jeopardizing ridge s career if she can t
find a solution to the nation s centuries old hatred of magic the only way to protect ridge and herself may be to leave ridge
zirkander isn t used to worrying about more than shooting down cofah airships and keeping the officers in his squadron alive
but his world has gotten more complicated since giving his heart to sardelle it s difficult to keep people from noticing a
mysterious and enigmatic woman not to mention her chatty sentient sword he s been passing her off as an archaeologist to
his fellow pilots but when the king calls him in to a private meeting ridge fears his secret has been discovered but the king
and the rest of the country has a greater problem cofah military scientists have acquired something that shouldn t exist in
the world any longer dragon blood in addition to having countless mysterious properties it s a powerful energy source that
can be used to create devastating weapons ridge sardelle and their allies must travel to the empire as part of a secret strike
force to steal the dragon blood if they fail the cofah will finally have the power to destroy all of iskandia
Under the Ice Blades 2018-02-28 jane yolen s acclaimed pit dragon trilogy now with thrilling new covers
Blood Charged 2014-07-04 when lieutenant caslin ahn joined wolf squadron she was prepared for the reality that she
might one day be killed in the line of duty she was less prepared for being shot down assumed dead by her own people and
dragged off to the cofah empire as a prisoner of war as if being thrust into a dungeon and interrogated wasn t bad enough
the sadistic commandant decides to give her a cellmate the notorious pirate deathmaker given the crimes he s committed
against iskandia cas owes it to her people to try and kill him part warrior and part scientist tolemek deathmaker targoson
has not only slain thousands with his deadly concoctions but he has a special loathing for iskandian pilots it was ahn s
commander colonel zirkander who ruined his military career forcing him to leave his country in shame and join a pirate
organization years later he uses his dreadful reputation like a shield to keep people away all he wants is to be left alone to
work in his laboratory but when fate lands him in a cell with zirkander s protégé he sees a chance for revenge why kill the
lieutenant when he can use her to get to his old nemesis there s just one problem it s hard to plot against your enemies
when you re in prison with them cas and tolemek will have to work together if they hope to escape the cofah dungeon in the
process they may find that neither is what the other expects and that they have far greater problems to worry about than
ensnaring each other deathmaker is a full length 85 000 word novel it is set after the events in balanced on the blade s edge
but it can be enjoyed even if you haven t read the first book



Dragon's Blood 1996 an elite forces officer with a dreadful reputation a bookish paleontologist with a love for mysteries an
ancient stronghold full of secrets that will take both of them to unearth professor lilah zirkander yes she s related to the
famous pilot and no she can t get him to autograph your undergarments is looking forward to a summer in the paleontology
lab researching and cataloging new fossils but that summer takes an unexpected turn when the king sends her into the ice
blades to a secret mine where ancient dragon bones have been discovered rumor has it that they re cursed and dangerous
but lilah is more concerned about dealing with the outpost commander a fierce officer with the temperament of a crabby
badger as punishment for irking the king colonel vann therrik is overseeing the hardened criminals working in the remote
magroth crystal mines he would like a chance to redeem himself and escape the loathsome duty station but nothing is going
his way cursed fossils have delayed production miners are trying to escape and now a scientist has shown up making
demands on his time worse she s the cousin of his nemesis general zirkander as if one zirkander in his world wasn t bad
enough investigating the fossils leads lilah and vann into the depths of magroth mountain where centuries old secrets lurk
and a long forgotten threat stalks the passages to have any chance at survival they ll have to work together and perhaps
learn that neither is what the other expected shattered past is a stand alone novel set in the author s dragon blood world
Deathmaker 2014-05-30 teenage friends kong and shen hike through the gobi desert in search of the hills of the seven
dragons but something or someone is following them across mongolia
Island of the Dragon's Blood 2006-07-24 carlos works on a fishing boat in the middle of the sea after a storm he spots a
woman clinging to driftwood the woman s friends are lost maybe swallowed by the ocean but the woman says it was no
storm that capsized her ship it was a monster
Dragon's Blood 1909 the final book of the bible revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of
allegorical visions grisly images and numerological predictions according to these empires will fall the beast will be
destroyed and christ will rule a new jerusalem with an introduction by will self
Shattered Past 2016-01-21 trees are familiar and lovely signs of life for most people including fruit trees evergreens and
colorful maple trees in autumn sometimes they re so ubiquitous we don t even notice them entice your readers with one of
the world s most unusual attention grabbing trees the dragon s blood tree explorers will learn about this strange tree
including the source of its name where it s found and its uses age appropriate text covers important science concepts and
vivid images take readers up close to a tree they may never see in real life fact boxes and a graphic organizer enhance the
narrative



Dragon in the Desert 2009 don t miss the eagerly anticipated epic new fantasy from christopher paolini murtagh a new
adventure hatches in book one of the inheritance cycle perfect for fans of lord of the rings this new york times bestselling
series has sold over 40 million copies and is an international fantasy sensation christopher paolini is a true rarity the
washington post when fifteen year old eragon finds a polished blue stone in the forest he thinks it is the lucky discovery of a
poor farm boy but when the stone brings a dragon hatchling eragon soon realizes he has stumbled upon a legacy nearly as
old as the empire itself overnight his simple life is shattered and gifted with only an ancient sword a loyal dragon and sage
advice from an old storyteller eragon is soon swept into a dangerous tapestry of magic glory and power now his choices
could save or destroy the empire
Wings Above the Waves 2010 a sixteen year old cowboy is working at a ranch for the summer his father said it would be
good for him one night the horses begin to snort in fear and a strange teenage boy appears where a fire breathing shadow
once stood the cowboy is afraid until he sees that the stranger s birthmark is dragon shaped just like his
Revelation 1999-01-01 cree has been on the run from the dread behemoth king since she was a child for crimes her mother
committed crimes her mother didn t mean to cree never thought she would fall for one of the knights that stalk her let alone
the captain that personally protects the king but she did and now he s cursed now to keep them both safe she hides in the
realm behind the mirror humans are strange creatures but in her short year in their realm they have time and time again
shown their kindness too bad the hunter finds her and now her human friend who has no idea how to protect herself is in
danger of the king and his knights at least she found a counter curse for her knight maybe so what do you do when the
knight in shining armor needs saving you send in his hybrid monster girlfriend and her squishy human friend to save the day
Dragon's Blood Trees Bleed! 2019-12-15 loving the hellhoundvadin labont is on a mission he has been dispatched by his
vampire coven master to eliminate a rogue vampire who has broken every vampire code and has risked exposing vampire
society to the human world florian chamberlin sewed destruction wherever he went and earned the ire of the dragons of clan
keith in laramie risking the safety and good name of the chamberlin coven with the permission of the clan keith chieftain
calum keith vadin and his two men are on the hunt for the rogue vampire and will not fail in their mission what vadin isn t
expecting is to find his beloved his fate chosen love in the clan keith lodge kyle keith is everything vadin never even knew
he was dreaming of a strong and intelligent dragon warrior however vadin is pulled in two directions he wants to claim his
beloved and begin their life together but he must find and destroy the dangerous rogue vampire before he strikes again
vadin has secrets in his past that leave him vulnerable and he wonders how can possibly hold it all together when kyle s life



hangs in the balance will vadin reveal himself and save his beloved it s been two years since one of the clan keith last found
their mate in that time the clan has taken ownership of laramie wyoming and have begun creating a sustainable and
permanent life here in the high plains of wyoming kyle is eager to find his mate and wonders just who might be around the
corner waiting for him when the rogue florian chamberlin comes back to town and the chamberlin coven comes to deal with
him kyle is shocked to find his mate at the vampire master s side vadin labont is every inch a warrior and kyle can t take his
eyes off the beautiful dark skinned man using his tech skills he finds out his mates deepest secrets something that will come
back to cause friction between him and his new love kyle will soon find himself in the greatest danger of his long life and his
only hope may be the dark skinned man and his hellhound ancestry can vadin save kyle in time can a dragon love a
hellhound fate doesn t make mistakes and love will always find a way
Eragon 2003-08-26 jakkin risks everything his freedom his dragon even his life to rescue his beloved in this stirring sequel to
dragon s blood
Dragon Cowboy 2010 this is one of those books that keeps you up at night because you tell yourself one more chapter again
and again descended from dragons condemned to death driven underground andie rogers is no stranger to secrecy after
watching her dragonborn mother get taken away at a young age she has had to learn to use her sorcery inherited from her
father to disguise all trace of her own dragon s blood magic now no longer a child andie must attend the university center of
all magic and government in arvall city to learn to wield her magic and become a fully fledged sorcerer but andie has
another goal in mind dreams of her tormented ancestors calling out to her have haunted her since she was a child and andie
knows she must answer their call and discover the truth but she must do so in the magical capital in the world surrounded
by powerful sorcerers determined to uphold the lie at all cost if they discover that she carries the blood of the dragonborn
death with be swift and her people will never get a chance at redemption will andie risk everything to shatter the lies that
the world has been fed for so many years will she set her people free don t miss the exciting new young adult epic fantasy
series readers are calling a fun mix of harry potter and eragon return of the dragonborn trilogy marked by dragon s blood
fueled by dragon s fire called by dragon s song definitely a mix of aragon and harry potter great cast of characters excellent
story plenty of magic action good and evil mix in a little bit of prejudice and bias and see what causes the hatred and how
these characters work their way through it and reach their goal magical mystical world at its best definitely you must check
it out wow it doesn t matter what walk of life we are from we all need to fight for what we believe in
The Scent of Dragon's Blood 2020-03-27 dragons have returned to the world and they re wreaking havoc on human



civilizations only one man has the power to stop them born an outcast who s never fit in telryn trip yert has spent his entire
life hiding a secret that could get him killed in a world where magic is forbidden the ancient blood of dragons flows through
his veins joined by a snarky sentient sword a band of equally snarky allies and the smart scholarly woman he longs to
impress trip must master his powers learn the secrets of his heritage and go on a quest to save mankind if he fails dragons
may take over the world and enslave all of humanity this is the complete five novel heritage of power series full of adventure
romance and fast paced page turning fun it includes 1 dragon storm 2 revelations 3 origins 4 unraveled 5 gold dragon
Loving the Hellhound 2017-09-30 from 1 new york times bestselling author patricia briggs comes the first thrilling novel in
the hurog duology most everyone thinks ward of hurog is a simple minded fool and that s just fine by him but few people
know that his foolishness is very convincingly feigned and that it s the only thing that s saved him from death when his
abusive father dies ward becomes the new lord of hurog until a nobleman declares that he is too dim witted to rule ward
knows he cannot play the fool any longer to regain his kingdom he must prove himself worthy and quickly riding into a war
that s heating up on the border ward is sure he s on the fast track to glory but soon his mission takes a deadly serious turn
for he has seen a pile of magical dragon bones hidden deep beneath hurog keep the bones can be dangerous in the wrong
hands and ward is certain his enemies will stop at nothing to possess them
Heart's Blood 2004-05-01 genre young adult urban fantasy word count 55355 this is book three of a five book series that is
best read in order to avoid spoilers amber learns that her family has a more interesting past than even she could have
imagined that past is now creating problems for her negotiations attacks by an unknown enemy and her mother discovering
some of her secrets causes even more complications the only thing that hasn t changed is that someone wants her dead she
needs to find out who it is before they can succeed and she doesn t get the chance to live long enough to figure out how to
solve all her other problems this story was written by an australian author using australian spelling keywords teen young
adult magic action adventure romance strong female character queensland australia dragon shapeshifters survival of the
fittest
Marked by Dragon's Blood 2017-03-18 noor must protect her friend using capabilities she didn t know she had
Heritage of Power (The Complete Series, Books 1-5) 2002-02-26 the morning after a storm rico searches the beach for rare
and unusual objects he doesn t believe his eyes the sand is covered with dozens of giant eggs rico and his friend dr agon will
soon discover that the eggs are not the key to treasure but a doorway to terror
Dragon Bones 2015-02-18 the final volume in robin hobb s popular rain wilds fantasy series blood of dragons completes



the story of the dragons their keepers and their quest to find the lost city of kelsingra and the mythical silver wells that the
dragons need to survive can tintaglia and the elderlings unlock the secrets of the ancient city or are they doomed to
extinction the world of robin hobb s rain wilds series has been praised by booklist as one of the most gripping settings in
modern fantasy and publishers weekly called the rain wilds books a meticulously realized fantasy tale and a welcome
addition to contemporary dragon lore
Dragon Blood 3: Surety 2010 carr is looking for a tooth it s no ordinary tooth it is a dragon s fang in his search he hears
that these fangs can be found on snair island a little boy on the island offers to show him one but carr will be shocked when
he discovers where the boy found it
The Girl Who Breathed Fire 2009 will and his mother get stuck in a blizzard while on their way to visit will s dad and they are
shocked when they are rescued by a dragon that may or may not be will s older brother henry
Terror Beach 2013-04-09 the battle against a vengeful goddess reaches a climactic point as lily yu must now face the
ultimate challenge in a dangerous new realm without her husband rule when a mission to rescue five children stolen by an
old one falls apart under the assault of a demon prince lily wakes up in a strange reality and is immediately taken captive by
the dragon spawn who rule there jumping worlds has fractured her party and cynna is her only companion although the
clock is ticking time works differently and lily has miraculously gained a week that means seven days to free herself find rule
and the others rescue the children and make it home alive all before the dragon spawn holding her hostage trade her to the
old one it would almost be doable if this weren t lóng jia also known as dragonhome the birthplace of dragons
Blood of Dragons 2010 1 new york times bestseller the history of the targaryens comes to life in this masterly work the
inspiration for hbo s game of thrones prequel series house of the dragon the thrill of fire blood is the thrill of all martin s
fantasy work familiar myths debunked the whole trope table flipped entertainment weekly centuries before the events of a
game of thrones house targaryen the only family of dragonlords to survive the doom of valyria took up residence on
dragonstone fire blood begins their tale with the legendary aegon the conqueror creator of the iron throne and goes on to
recount the generations of targaryens who fought to hold that iconic seat all the way up to the civil war that nearly tore their
dynasty apart what really happened during the dance of the dragons why was it so deadly to visit valyria after the doom
what were maegor the cruel s worst crimes what was it like in westeros when dragons ruled the skies these are but a few of
the questions answered in this essential chronicle as related by a learned maester of the citadel and featuring more than
eighty black and white illustrations by artist doug wheatley readers have glimpsed small parts of this narrative in such



volumes as the world of ice fire but now for the first time the full tapestry of targaryen history is revealed with all the scope
and grandeur of gibbon s the history of the decline and fall of the roman empire fire blood is the first volume of the definitive
two part history of the targaryens giving readers a whole new appreciation for the dynamic often bloody and always
fascinating history of westeros praise for fire blood a masterpiece of popular historical fiction the sunday times the saga is a
rich and dark one full of both the title s promised elements it s hard not to thrill to the descriptions of dragons engaging in
airborne combat or the dilemma of whether defeated rulers should bend the knee take the black and join the night s watch
or simply meet an inventive and horrible end the guardian
The Missing Fang 2010
Claws in the Snow 1991
Dragon's Blood 2018-01-02
Dragon Blood 2018-11-20
Fire & Blood
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